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There are a large number of open source projects in software repositories for developers to reuse. During software development and
maintenance, developers can leverage good interfaces in these open source projects and establish the framework of the new project
quickly when reusing interfaces in these open source projects. However, if developers want to reuse them, they need to read a lot
of code files and learn which interfaces can be reused. To help developers better take advantage of the available interfaces used in
software repositories, we previously proposed an approach to automatically recommend interfaces by mining existing open source
projects in the software repositories. We mainly used the LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) topic model to construct the Feature-
Interface Graph for each software project and recommended the interfaces based on the Feature-Interface Graph. In this paper, we
improve our previous approach by clustering the recommending interfaces on the Feature-Interface Graph, which can recommend
more accurate interfaces for developers to reuse. We evaluate the effectiveness of the improved approach and the results show that
the improved approach can be more efficient to recommend more accurate interfaces for reuse over our previous work.

1. Introduction

Interfaces are an integral part of software projects, which is
also an importantmeans for software design.During software
development, most of the software projects use interfaces to
construct the frame of a project [1–3]. Program interface is
an effective way to construct the framework of a new project.
Reusing interfaces in software projects can save development
time and reduce development cost. Moreover, most of these
open source projects are of high quality [4–8]. If we can reuse
the interfaces in these open software projects to help develop
a new project, it can effectively allow developers to write less
code and improve the efficiency of their project development
[9–12].

Today, many open source software repositories are availa-
ble to developers such as SourceForge (https://sourceforge
.net/), Git (https://git-scm.com/), and OSChina (http://www
.oschina.net/).These software repositories provide an amount
of useful information to developers such as coding style,
document, and software interfaces. Hence, mining existing

software repositories can help developers to identify some
interfaces for reuse. One simple and directmethod is to check
these code files one by one and then extract the files useful for
developers. However, it is difficult, costly, and labor-intensive
for developers to implement interfaces all by themselves for a
new project.

The main problem is how we can deal with these use-
ful information easily. A number of techniques have been
proposed to analyze the software repositories for reuse in
software development. Chan et al. proposed a code search
approach, which returns a graph of API methods [13].
They used a greedy subgraph search algorithm to identify
a connected subgraph containing nodes with high textual
similarity to the query phrases.Thung et al. proposed a library
recommendation approach based on a set of libraries that a
project currently uses, which recommends relevant libraries
[14, 15].They proposed a hybrid approach that combines asso-
ciation rule mining and collaborative filtering to recommend
libraries for reuse. In addition, they also proposed an API
recommendation approach [15]. The APIs are recommended
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based on the measure of the relevance by looking into the
similarity between description of feature request and descrip-
tion of APIs. However, the search range of these techniques is
too large and the process of matching is complex. Moreover,
few of them focus on interface recommendation.

Considering the above issues, an automated approach
is needed to recommend interfaces to developers more
effectively. In our previous work, we proposed an approach
to effectively mine the software repositories for automatic
interface recommendation [16]. The approach used the LDA
(Latent Dirichlet Allocation) topic model [17] to construct
the Feature-Interface Graph (FIG) for each project to rec-
ommend interfaces based on their usage in each project.
However, the number of recommended interfaces is too large,
and we only consider the individual open software project
for recommendation. But in practice, different projects have
different considerations; that is, some interfaces are more
important in some projects while some others are less in
other projects. In addition, the time to construct the Feature-
Interface Graph (FIG) for each project is too large, and
developers need to wait a long time to reuse these recom-
mended interfaces. In this paper, we improve our previous
work considering these two aspects in the following way. On
the one hand, we use the LDA topic model to extract the
topics of open source projects in the open source software
repositories and identify the relevant open source projects. In
this way, we do not need to construct the FIGs for each project
in the software repositories, which is costly. On the other
hand, we cluster the interfaces of these relevant projects based
on the FIG and recommend the interfaces on the clustering
results. In this way, the interfaces are recommended based on
their general usage in all of the relevant software projects in
software repositories. In this paper, we make the following
contributions:

(i) We improve our previous work and propose a more
effective approach for automatic interface recommen-
dation by mining software repositories.

(ii) We conduct an empirical study to show the per-
formance improvement of our approach, and the
empirical results show that the performance of our
approach is greatly improved over our previous work.

(iii) We conduct an empirical study to show the accuracy
improvement of our approach, and the empirical
results show that the accuracy of the recommended
interfaces is also greatly improved over our previous
work.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we introduce the background related to the LDA topicmodel.
We present our approach in Section 3. In Section 4, we
conduct an empirical study to evaluate our approach. In
Section 5, we discuss the related work. Finally, Section 6
concludes our approach and discusses some future work.

2. Background

Topic models were originated from the field of information
retrieval (IR) to index, search, and cluster a large amount

of unstructured and unlabeled documents. A topic is a
collection of terms that cooccur frequently in the documents
of the corpus.One of themostly used topicmodels in software
engineering community is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
[17]. It has been successfully and widely applied to analyze
the software engineering data to support various software
engineering activities [18–22].

LDA is a probabilistic generative topic model for collec-
tions of discrete data such as text corpora [17]. It has been
applied to information retrieval to automatically organize and
provide structure to a text corpus [23]. In LDA, there is a set
of topics to describe the entire corpus. Each document can
contain more than one of these topics, and each term in the
entire repository can be contained in more than one of these
topics. Hence, LDA is able to discover a set of ideas or themes
that well describe the entire corpus. In this paper, we extract
the topics from the software by using the LDA topic model.
These extracted topics help us understand the features of the
target software.

The basic main idea of LDA is that documents are repre-
sented as randommixture over latent topics, where each topic
is characterized by a distribution over words [17]. Specifically,
the LDA model consists of the following building blocks:

(1) A word is the basic unit of discrete data, defined
to be an item from a software vocabulary 𝑉 =

{𝑤
1
, 𝑤
2
, . . . , 𝑤V}, such as an identifier or a word from

a comment.
(2) A document is a sequence of words denoted by 𝑑 =

{𝑤
1
, 𝑤
2
, . . . , 𝑤

𝑛
}, where 𝑤

𝑖
is the 𝑖th word in the

sequence.
(3) A corpus is a collection of documents denoted by𝐷 =

{𝑑
1
, 𝑑
2
, . . . , 𝑑

𝑚
}.

Given 𝑚 documents containing 𝑘 topics expressed over
V unique words, the distribution of 𝑖th topic 𝑡

𝑖
over V words

and the distribution of 𝑗th document over 𝑘 topics can be
represented.

By applying the LDA model, it outputs the distribution
values of the topics of the software projects. We use the
distribution values to show the accuracy of the topic. More
details of LDA can refer to the work of Blei et al. [17].

3. Our Approach

In this section, we present our approach about how to auto-
matically recommend interfaces. To develop a new software,
one of the first tasks is to specify the function modules
based on requirement analysis. During this process, interface
definition is an important task. After specifying the function
modules and providing the features about the new program,
some suitable interfaces should be defined. If some of the
interfaces can be recommended for developers to reuse, it will
improve the efficiency of software development and increase
the opportunity of code reuse.

The process of our approach is shown in Figure 1. The
input of our approach includes the software repositories and
the feature request of a new project. We first use the LDA
topic model to extract the software projects from software
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Figure 1: Process of our approach.

Table 1: The topics and the allocation values of topics extracted by LDA from JEdit project.

Topic Allocation Word
Topic 0 0.2722 textarea, jedit, gnu, general, software, version, line, copy, color, foundation
Topic 1 0.1836 jedit, entry, code, path, view, url, tag, gjt, jar, title
Topic 2 0.2748 type, undo, scan, scanpos, stream, read, input, encoding, dimision, font
Topic 3 0.2401 jedit, view, box, options, actionhandler, cons, selected, borderlayout, attribute, entity
Topic 4 0.2088 start, end, line, selection, offset, match, input, caret, search, strtline
Topic 5 0.1740 keyevent, vk, key, jedit, length, text, shortcut, installer, historymodel, swing
Topic 6 0.1700 path, vfs, browser, file, jedit, view, directory, session, menu, component
Topic 7 0.2342 offset, line, length, file, start, seg, header, jedit, number, rule
Topic 8 0.2379 interpreter, callstack, file, type, primitive, pat, lgpl, version, notice, item
Topic 9 0.6456 jj, active4, 3r, jjtn, xsp, active4, active2, jjtree, active1, active0

repositories that are relevant to the feature request provided
by developers. Then, we traverse the interfaces of these
relevant software projects and construct the Feature-Interface
Graphs (FIGs) for each of the relevant project. Finally, based
on the interfaces on the FIGs, we cluster the interfaces and
recommend the candidate interfaces based on the number of
their invocations in software repositories.

3.1. Identify Relevant Software Projects. First, we use the
topic model (LDA) to extract the topics for each project in
software repositories. After extracting the topics, we get some
words to describe each open source project. Before using the
LDA, we should preprocess these software projects to reduce
noise and improve the data quality for use. There are several
typical natural language processing (NLP) preprocessing
operations for the unstructured source code. We tokenize
eachword based on commonnaming practices, such as camel

case (𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑇𝑤𝑜) and underscores (𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑡𝑤𝑜), remove common
English language stop words (𝑡ℎ𝑒), and strip away syntax and
programming language keywords (𝑝𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑐). More details of
the preprocessing operations can refer to our previous work
[24]. After preprocessing, we can use the LDA to extract the
topics for each project. We see each project as one document
collection. For each project, we get 𝐾 topics to describe the
features and𝐾 topic allocation values, we denote these topics
as a collection named 𝐹

𝑖
. Table 1 shows an example of the top-

ics extracted from JEdit (http://www.jedit.org/), a famous text
editor open source software. There are ten topics extracted
from this project. The first column is the topics, the second
the allocation of each topicwhich describes the significance of
this topic, and the last column the words describing the topic.

At the beginning of the development process, develop-
ers may provide a functional description of their request.
The description words of the new software are marked as
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a collection. For the feature request of a project, it is a short
textual description. So tokenization of the feature request is
conducted. During the process of tokenization, the feature
request text is turned into tokens. Then, we also get a set
of words to represent the feature request; that is, Feature =

{𝑤
1
, 𝑤
2
, . . . , 𝑤

𝑘
}. Then, we turn to match the words in the

collection with the topics of each software project; that is,
Software

𝑖
= {𝑤

1
, 𝑤
2
, . . . , 𝑤

𝑗
}. Specifically, for each project

in the software repository, we compute the similarity value
(Sim
𝑖
) by measuring how many words of the feature request

are also present in the LDA representation of a software
(Software

𝑖
), as shown as the following formula:

Sim
𝑖
=

Feature ∩ Software
𝑖



Software
𝑖

. (1)

The greater value the similarity (Sim
𝑖
) is, the higher the

similarity between feature request of the new project and the
target project in software repositories is. If the value of the
counter satisfies a threshold value, we claim that the target
project (Software

𝑖
) is relevant to the new project at hand.

3.2. Feature-Interface Graph Construction. In this paper,
Feature-InterfaceGraph (FIG) is an important representation
for interface recommendation. In this subsection, we discuss
the definition of FIG and the process of how to construct FIG.

FIG is formally defined as follows.

Definition 1 (Feature-InterfaceGraph). The Feature-Interface
Graph (FIG) is a graph; FIG = ⟨𝑁, 𝐸,𝑊⟩. 𝑁 = 𝑁

1
∪ 𝑁
2
,

where 𝑁
1
is the topic nodes and 𝑁

2
is the interface nodes

corresponding to the topic nodes. 𝐸 is the relation between
topic nodes and interface nodes, which is identified by the
LDA. 𝑊 is the weight on the edge, which represents the
number of interfaces been invoked in the software.

So on the FIG, there are two types of nodes, that is, topic
nodes and interface nodes. Topic nodes are used to store
the topics of the software. Interface nodes are the nodes of
interfaces used in the software. We distinguish topic nodes
and interface nodes because when developers need interfaces
to construct the frame of a new project, they need to first
provide the feature request about this new project. Then, we
can retrieve the interface nodes through matching the topic
nodes with the description of the new project.

Then, we traverse each project file and search interfaces
used in this project. We store the interfaces in the form of
Project Name-Package Name-File Name-Interface Name. For
example, we find an interface named BufferChangeListener.
We record its information and store this interface in the form
of jedit-org.gjt.sp.jedit.buffer-BufferChangeListener. To show
the importance of the interfaces, we count the number of
interfaces being invoked. Table 2 shows the interfaces in the
JEdit and the number of these interfaces being invoked.

After extracting the topics from the relevant projects
and traversing the interfaces, their FIGs can be constructed.
We mark the collection of topics as the topic nodes, the
collection of interfaces as interface nodes, and the number
of interfaces being invoked as the weight of edges. Figure 2

shows an example of the FIG for the JEdit project. In Figure 2,
there are many relevant open source projects in software
repositories. For each project, it has its own FIG and has ten
topics to describe its features and functions. In our approach,
we choose some of these topics to be considered as the most
suitable description of JEdit. For each project, we also search
the interfaces used in corresponding projects and calculate
the number of them being invoked. In Figure 2, the weight of
edges represents the number of interfaces being invoked.

3.3. Interface Clustering and Recommendation. After con-
structing the FIGs for each of the relevant projects, we
can obtain the information about the topics of the software
and their interfaces and the number of each interface being
invoked in the software. In our previous work, the interfaces
are recommended based on the number of their being
invoked for each project. However, different projects have
their individual characteristics and the usage of interfaces is
different. If we only consider the interface usage in individual
project, the recommending results may be inaccurate. So in
this paper, the interfaces are recommended based on the
whole perspective of interface usage in all of the relevant
software projects.

We cluster the interfaces also based on the LDA topic
model. Each interface on the FIGs is considered as a file for
LDA input. The process of interface clustering includes the
following steps:

(1) Natural language processing (NLP) techniques are
used to preprocess the interfaces to reduce the noise
in the interface data.

(2) LDA is applied to generate the topics.
(3) Clusters are generated, and interfaces having similar

topics should be allocated in a cluster.

Based on the interface clustering, we can compute the
total count of the interfaces being invoked in each cluster.
The greater value the count is, the higher the interface in that
cluster relevant to a topic is concerned. When this step is
finished, the interfaces are ranked and recommended based
on the following formula:

Rank (Inter
𝑖
) = Invoke (Inter

𝑖
) ×

Cluster (Inter
𝑖
)

Max (Clustering)
. (2)

In (2), Invoke(Inter
𝑖
) represents the number of Interface 𝑖

being invoked in a project; Cluster(Inter
𝑖
) represents the size

of the cluster Interface 𝑖 belonging to. LDAgenerates𝐾 topics.
For each topic, it is a cluster, which is composed of some
interfaces related to this topic. Sowhenusing LDA,weneed to
set the number of generated topics,𝐾. In addition, in Formula
(2), Max(Clustering) represents the largest size of the cluster
in the generated clusters. Based on this metric, the top 𝐾

interfaces can be recommended. According to the directed
edges they points to, the interfaces can be automatically
determined. Then, we go back to the corresponding project
to find the code snippet of the interfaces and recommend the
source code to the developers.
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Table 2: The interfaces and the number of their being invoked in the JEdit project.

Number Interface Invoked account
1 jedit-org.gjt.sp.jedit.browser-BrowserListener-BrowserListener 0
2 jedit-org.gjt.sp.jedit.buffer-BufferChangeListener-BufferChangeListener 1
3 jedit-org.git.sp.jedit.buffer-BufferListener-BufferListener 3
4 jedit-org.git.sp.jedit.gui-DefaultFocusComponent-DefaultFocusComponent 2
5 jedit-org.git.sp.jedit.gui-DockableWindowContainer-DockableWindowContainer 2
6 jedit-org.git.sp.jedit.gui-MutableListModel-MutableListModel 2
7 jedit-org.git.sp.jedit.help-HelpHistoryModelListener-HelpHistoryModelListener 1
8 jedit-org.git.sp.jedit.help-HelpViewerInterface-HelpViewerInterface 1
9 jedit-org.gjt.sp.jedit.indent-IndentAction-IndentAction 5
10 jedit-org.gjt.sp.jedit.indent-IndentRule-IndentRule 2
11 jedit-org.gjt.sp.jedit.menu-DynamicMenuProvider-DynamicMenuProvider 7
12 jedit-org.gjt.sp.jedit.search-HyperSearchNode-HyperSearchNode 2
13 jedit-org.gjt.sp.jedit.search-HyperSearchResults-ResultVisitor 0
14 jedit-org.gjt.sp.jedit.search-HyperSearchTreeNodeCallback-HyperSearchTreeNodeCallback 2
15 jedit-org.gjt.sp.jedit.search-SearchFileSet-SearchFileSet 2
16 jedit-org.gjt.sp.jedit.syntax-TokenHandler-TokenHandler 2
17 jedit-org.gjt.sp.jedit.textarea-ScrollListener-ScrollListener 2
18 jedit-org.gjt.sp.jedit.textarea-ScrollListener-java.util.EventListener 1
19 jedit-org.gjt.sp.jedit.textarea-StatusListener-StatusListener 2
20 jedit-org.gjt.sp.jedit.textarea-StructureMatcher-StructureMatcher 0
21 jedit-org.gjt.sp.jedit-EBComponent-EBComponent 15
22 jedit-org.gjt.sp.jedit-MiscUtilities-Compare 17
23 jedit-org.gjt.sp.jedit-OptionPane-OptionPane 1
24 jedit-org.gjt.sp.jedit-Registers-Register 2
25 jedit-org.gjt.sp.util-ProgressObserver-ProgressObserver 3
26 jedit-org.gjt.sp.util-WorkThreadProgressListener-WorkThreadProgressListener 0
27 jedit-org.objectweb.asm-ClassVisitor-ClassVisitor 1
28 jedit-org.objectweb.asm-CodeVisitor-CodeVisitor 1
29 jedit-org.objectweb.asm-Constants-Constants 1
30 jdeit-bsh-BSHBlock-NodeFilter 1
31 jedit-bsh-BshClassManager-Listener 2
32 jedit-bsh-BshIterator-BshIterator 2
33 jedit-bsh-ConsoleInterface-ConsoleInterface 1
34 jedit-bsh-NameSource-NameSource 0
35 jedit-bsh-Node-Node 1
36 jedit-bsh-Node-Node-java.io.Serializable 25
37 jedit-bsh-ParserConstants-ParserConstants 11
38 jedit-bsh-ParserTreeConstants-ParserTreeConstants 1
39 jedit-com.microstar.xml-XmlHandler-XmlHandler 1
40 jedit-gnu.regexp-CharIndexed-CharIndexed 6
41 jedit-installer-BZip2Constants-BZip2Constants 2
42 jedit-installer-Progress-Progress 2
43 jedit-installer-TarInputStream-EntryFactory 1
44 jedit-java.swing.border-Border 2
45 jedit-java.swing.text.Postion 1
46 jedit-javax.swing.ListModel 1
47 jedit-java.lang.reflect.InvocationHandler 1
48 jedit-java.util.Enumeration 1
49 jedit-java.util.EventListener-EventListener 0
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Figure 2: The Feature-Interface Graph of JEdit in the software repositories.

4. Empirical Study

In our previous work, we have evaluated the effectiveness of
our approach [16]. While in this paper, we improve our pre-
vious work aiming at decreasing the time cost and improving
the recommendation accuracy. So we define the following
research questions to compare with our previous work.

RQ1. Can our approach improve the efficiency of recom-
mending interfaces over our previous work?

RQ2. Can our approach improve the accuracy of the recom-
mended interfaces over our previous work?

4.1. Setup. To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we
conduct an empirical study on a famous open source software
repository, that is, SourceForge (https://sourceforge.net/), to
recommend interfaces.

In our approach, we need to use LDA to generate the
topics of the projects and interfaces (to save time, we only
select 200 active open source projects in the SourceForge
repositories). For LDA computation, we used MALLET
(http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/), which is a highly scalable Java
implementation of the Gibbs sampling algorithm. We ran

for 10,000 sampling iterations, the first 1000 of which were
used for parameter optimization. During this process, we
need to set the number of topics (𝐾) for LDA analysis.
In our previous work, we have conducted some empirical
studies to show which number of topics is good for interface
recommendation, and the results show that four number of
topics is a relatively good choice. So in this study, we also set
the number of topics 𝐾 = 4.

In addition, to conduct our study, we invited 20 people
to participate in our evaluation. These 20 participants are
from all walks of life, such as developers and students. Half
of them are from school with 2-3 years of development
experience and the other half are from industrywith 3-4 years
of development experience. In our study, the task for them
is to write a text-editing software as in our previous work
because all of them used text-editing software frequently and
they have the experience of developing this kind of software.
These 20 participants are divided into two groups, and they
used the previous approach [16] and the new approach in this
paper to recommend interfaces, respectively.They performed
the study under a similar circumstance.

For RQ1, we record the time of the interface recommen-
dation approach in this paper and that in our previous work,
respectively.
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Table 3: The average time (minutes) and gain (over previous
approach) to recommend the interfaces.

Previous approach New approach Gain
55.1 26.5 51.9%

For RQ2, we ask the participants to provide the feature
request for interface recommendation. Then, they evaluate
the usefulness of these interfaces to new projects. They
evaluate this by the support of the interfaces recommended
for them, which represents the usefulness of these interfaces
that can be used in their development process. The highest
score is 4 and the lowest score is 0.The higher the score is, the
more useful the interface is. For each participant, top twenty
interfaces will be recommended for them. In addition, after
their rating on the recommended interfaces, we asked them
to discuss on the recommended results and get a consensus
on which interfaces would be finally used to develop the
new project. This final results on the potentially-be-used
interfaces will be used as an authoritative result to measure
our previous approach and new approach. To quantitatively
compare these two approaches, we used precision and recall,
two widely used information retrieval and classification
metrics [25], to validate the accuracy of different approaches.
Precision measures the fraction of interfaces identified by an
interface recommendation approach that are truly relevant
(based on the authoritative results), while recall measures the
fraction of relevant results (i.e., interfaces that appear in the
authoritative results).

4.2. Results. In this subsection, we analyze and discuss the
results collected from our studies.

4.2.1. RQ1. In our previous work, Feature-Interface Graph
(FIG) for each project in software repositories needs to be
generated. While in this paper, we have a step to extract
the relevant projects from software repositories and then
generate FIGs for these relevant projects. However, during
this process, we need to run the LDA topic model to extract
the relevant software projects.Moreover, in this paper, we also
need to use the LDA topic model to cluster the interfaces
for interface generation. In practical software development,
efficiency is an important factor for interface reuse. So the first
research question is to evaluate whether the approach in this
paper can improve the efficiency of our previous work.

Figure 3 shows the time of these twenty participants to
get the interfaces recommended by the previous approach
and new approach. We notice that the new approach always
needs less time to recommend the interfaces. Table 3 shows
the average time for these two approaches to generate the
interfaces and the gain of new approach over previous
approach. From the results, we see that, on average, the time
for the newapproach to generate the interfaces is 26.5minutes
and 55.1 minutes for previous approach. Moreover, the gain
of the new approach over previous approach is bigger than
50%, which is a relatively big scale. Hence, the results indicate
that the new approach can savemuch time to recommend the
interfaces, which is more efficient for developers to use. So
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Figure 3:The time to recommend the interfaces for each participant
(minutes).
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Figure 4: The support results assessed by participants (4 represents
more useful, 3 useful, 2 undetermined, 1 useless, and so on).

based on the time results, we can conclude that our approach
improves the efficiency over the previous approach.

4.2.2. RQ2. In the new approach, we use a different metric
to rank the recommended interfaces. For previous approach,
we consider the usage of interfaces in each individual project,
while in the new approach, we consider the usage of interfaces
from a general view on similar interfaces of the relevant
projects. In our previouswork, we have shown the accuracy of
the recommended interfaces [16], while in the new approach,
we use a different metric to recommend the interfaces.
So the second research question aims to see whether the
recommended interfaces of the new approach are more
accurate than the previous approach.

In our study, we select the top twenty interfaces recom-
mended by each approach for participants to assess. So for
each participant, he/she needed to evaluate whether each of
the twenty interfaces is useful for reuse. So there are in all 400
assessment results. Figure 4 shows the evaluation results of
all the participants. From the results, we see that the number
of interfaces recommended by the new approach assessed
with the highest score (which indicates that the interfaces are
more useful) is bigger than that of the previous approach.
In addition, the number of interfaces recommended by the
new approach assessed with the score (3) is also bigger than
that of the previous approach. On the contrary, for interfaces
with other scores, that is, 2, 1, and 0, the number of previous
approach is bigger than the new approach. In addition,
we use the precision and recall to quantitatively compare
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Table 4: The precision and recall of these two approaches to
recommend the interfaces.

Approach Precision Recall
Previous approach 21.2% 44.8%
New approach 27.5% 62.4%
Gain 29.7% 39.3%

the previous approach and new approach. The results are
shown in Table 4, which show that both the precision and
recall of the new approach are improved. Specifically, the
gain approach of the new approach over previous approach
is 29.7%, and the gain of recall is 39.3%. So from the
results, we notice that the new approach can recommend
more useful interfaces for participants to reuse. Hence, we
can conclude that the new approach can recommend more
accurate interfaces for reuse over the previous approach.

4.3. Threats to Validity. In our study, we have demonstrated
the effectiveness of our new approach over the previous
approach. But there are still some problems in our evaluation,
which threaten the effectiveness of our study.

In our study, the first threat to validity comes from the
participants and the project used in the evaluation. The
participants in our study engaged in a similar job, but they
write their own feature request for interface recommen-
dation. Hence, they may hold different views about text-
editing software like JEdit. Some of them do not have enough
programming experience anddonot understand the function
of interfaces. In our evaluation, we list the interfaces and
functional description of them. Participants need to read
these description first and then score for the importance
of these interfaces based on their own understanding. We
address this threat by using popular and simple words to
describe the function of the interfaces and illustrate these
descriptions by giving examples.Moreover, these participants
performed the study under a similar circumstance, but in
practice, we cannot control that they can be fully devoted to
the experiment during the empirical study.

In addition, we only choose a text-editing software for
participants to conduct our study. We validate the effective-
ness of our approach based on the commonly used text-
editing software,which is easy andwidely used for conducting
studies. However, the results cannot be generalized to other
projects. Hence, more studies are needed to evaluate our
approach on different projects with different characteristics.

The other threat to our validity includes the repositories
we used and a possible mismatching between the features
provide by the developers and the topics extracted from the
open source projects. In addition, the number of topics is set
as 4 based on our previous work [16]. But a different value for
the number of topics may generate different results.

5. Related Work

A number of approaches have been studied to allevi-
ate the difficulty of code reuse, and some code/software
recommendation techniques were proposed, which include

the recommendations of example code [26–29], libraries [14]
and APIs [30, 31], and software applications [32].

A lot of current related work in this area focused on
code or code example recommendation [33–35]. Bruch et
al. proposed a code completion system that recommends
method calls by looking for code snippets in existing code
repositories [36]. They developed this system based on the
frequency ofmethod call usage. Proksch et al. also focused on
code completion and used Bayesian networks for more intel-
ligent code completion [37]. Lozano et al. proposed a source
code recommendation tool that aids developers in software
maintenance. They used a genetics-inspired metaphor to
analyze source code entities related to the current work-
ing context and provided its developer with a number of
recommended properties such as naming conventions, used
types, and invoked messages [33]. Murakami and Masuhara
proposed a method that mechanically evaluates usefulness
for their recommendation system called Selene.They adjusted
several search and user-interface parameters in Selene for
better recommendation [35]. Then, they also proposed using
the user’s editing activity to identify the source code relevant
to the current method/class. They used a modified degree-
of-interest model and incorporated the model in repository-
based code recommendation system [28]. McMillan et al.
proposed an approach for rapid prototyping that facilitates
software reuse by mining feature descriptions and source
code from open source repositories. They recommended
features and associated source codemodules that are relevant
to the software product under development [34]. Kim et
al. proposed a code example recommendation system that
combines the strength of browsing documents and searching
for code examples and returns high-quality code example
summaries mined from theWeb [27]. Ghafari et al. proposed
an approach for code recommendation in which code exam-
ples are automatically obtained by mining and manipulating
unit tests [26]. Zagalsky et al. developed a code search and
recommendation tool which brings together social media
and code recommendation systems. The tool enables crowd-
sourced software development by utilizing both textual and
social information [29]. Zhang et al. proposed an approach
that recommends interface parameters for code completion.
They used an abstract usage instance representation for each
API usage example and built a parameter usage database.
Then, they queried the database for abstract usage instances
in similar contexts and generated parameter candidates by
concretizing the instances adaptively [31]. All the above work
focus on fine-code level recommendation, which can be used
in code completion. In this paper, we recommend higher-
level code, that is, interfaces, for developers’ reuse, which is
different from the above work.

There are also some work that are similar to us, which
can recommend libraries or interfaces. Thung et al. proposed
two techniques that recommend libraries and APIs [14, 15].
In [14], they proposed a technique that automatically recom-
mended libraries for a particular project.Their input is a set of
libraries that the project has used, and the output is the other
libraries that are potentially useful for it. Our approach dif-
fers in several respects. The input of our approach is
the feature of the new project. Then, our approach returns
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the potentially useful APIs to the developers based on the
matching results between features of the new project and the
topics of existing projects. In addition, they also proposed
a technique that automatically recommended APIs based
on a feature request [15]. They take as input a new textual
description and recommended API methods from a set of
libraries. They compared the textual description of feature
request with the description of theAPIs in theAPI document.
Then, they computed the final similarity score between
two feature requests and recommended the best suitable
APIs. Our work differs from theirs. That is, we studied the
relationship between the number of APIs being invoked
and the importance of them. Moreover, our approach only
needed feature request as the input. Chan et al. proposed
a recommendation of API methods through giving textual
phrase [13]. Their approach returned a connected APIs
undirected graph. Based on this graph and the input query,
they mined a subgraph with a particular objective function.
In our previous approach [16], we built a graph different
from theirs. We recommend the interfaces based on the topic
model by matching the feature request and the topics of
existing projects. In this paper, we improve our previous work
considering further improving the efficiency and accuracy.

There are also a few of work that focused on higher-level
application recommendation. McMillan et al. proposed an
approach for automatically detecting closely related appli-
cations to help users detect similar applications for a given
Java application. They used an algorithm that computes a
similarity index between Java applications using the notion of
semantic layers that correspond to packages and class hierar-
chies [32]. In addition, they proposed to use API calls from
third-party libraries for automatic categorization of software
applications that use these API calls [8]. It enables different
categorization algorithms to be applied to repositories that
contain both source code and bytecode of applications. In this
paper, we focused on interface recommendation, and recom-
mendation of applications will become our future concern.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we improve our previous work [16] to rec-
ommend interfaces by using LDA topic model to establish
the FIG. We mainly consider two aspects to improve the
previous interface recommendation technique.One is that we
only identify the relevant open source projects to construct
the Feature-Interface Graph to improve the efficiency of the
recommendation process. The other is that the interfaces are
recommended based on a general usage of the recommended
interfaces in all of the relevant software projects in software
repositories to improve the recommendation accuracy. The
empirical results show that the improved approach in this
paper can be more efficient to recommend more accurate
interfaces for reuse over the previous work.

In our interface recommendation approach, we still have
some issues that remain unsolved. In future, we plan to
conduct more studies with some tools that are used to mine
API usage and software search such as MAOP [38, 39],
Apatite [40], and code quality [41]. We also plan to conduct
empirical studies with a large number of other open source

projects to show the generality of our approach. Finally, we
would like to focus on higher-level recommendation, such as
service or application recommendation [42], which considers
the recommended interfaces in this paper.
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